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CiftPTïïh I

INThOLli CT I ON

The object of this paper is to consider the life and 
literary devices of Willa Cather as revealed in ter test novels. 
It will discuss some of the factors ana elements which had a 
direct hearing upon her success as a novelist. It will also be 
the aim of the paper- in considering her life and literary doc
trines, together with her familiarity with subject matter and 
perspicuity of expression, to show how they combined to bestow 
upon her the artistic success which is presently accorded her.

In the discussion of her doctrines, it will become im
mediately evident that familiarity with subject matter and 
perspicuity of expression are the direct result of adherence 
to her own literary doctrines, and are somewhat linked together. 
It seems to follow logically that if one is familiar with his 
subject matter, this usually enhances his ability to express 
himself clearly; if one expresses himself clearly, it is very 
likely that he is familiar with his subject matter. One comple
ments the other.

That 7/illa Cather was a conscious artist must be acknowl
edged by the consistent high quality of her work after she had 
passed her novice stage. Well trained in the principles of her 
art, she worked in much the same manner as Cellini and Michael
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Angelo, bringing to bear in her work the full force of all the 
power of her own literary doctrines. Her observant eyes and keen 
mind collected and stored a wealth of materials from which she 
drew for her future novels. She once said that all of the

1
materials for her novels were collected before she was fifteen.
Although Will* Gather was a creative artist, and did use her
imagination in her novels, it is important to remember that her
early life was of tremendous importance to her as a novelist.

Although Mila Gather1s experiences ana application of
her doctrines were important factors in her career as a successful
novelist, another factor cannot be ovei looked. She -was Influenced
by other writers of her age and before. Into her work went a
little of James, a little of Hawthorns, a little of Whitman, Edith
Wharton, Sarah Orne Jewett, Tolstoy, Virgil, Flaubert and Turgenev,
for these were all writers whom she knew and admired. She also
read Shakespeare, ^nu was familiar with the Latin Glassies. After
her floundering stage, she did not attempt to imitate slavishly
the writers she admired. Instead, she adopted some of their best
attributes, and like Washington Irving, struck out on a path of 

2
her own. From this stage on, the story of her artistic development *

N • Elizabeth Monroe, The Hovel and Society (Chapel Hill, 
N• Carolina: bniversity of N. Carolina Press, 1941), p. 228.

Mila Gather, Mila Gather on Writing (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1949), p. 93.

2
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is one of steady growth.
Just as great writers like Shakespeare changed their views 

regarding their art, or passed through various stages during their 
literary careers, so diu W/illa Gather's concept of art change as 
she developed. T. K. Whipple in the Spokesman states that Willa 
Gather passed through three stages in the development of her art 
and style. Early in her career, she strived merely to set down 
facts as accurately as possible. Later, as she increased knowledge 
of her art, she strived to perfect her technique. In her third
stage, she seemed to return to the first, and adued to it her

3
creative ability.

Much can be said to corroborate Mr. Whipple's statements. 
She did indeed strive only to report facts early in her career.
For proof of this, we have only to look at her attempts to write 
about her beloved immigrants for the school magazine while at the 
bniversity of Nebraska.. These cruue efforts to portray her idea 
of immigrants do not reflect her genius in handling the same type 
of material later. In writing Leath Gomes for the Archbishop,
Miss Gather frankly aumits she brought her imagination into play, 
but strived to keep it in line with the general tone of the novel.

For the purpose of this paper, discussion will be limited 
principally to four of her best novels. They are The Song of the

3"Willa Gather," Spokesman (New York: L. Appleton and 
Gompany, 1928), p. 140.
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Lark (1915), A Lost Lady (1923), My Antonia (1918), and Leath 
Comes for the Archbishop (1927). References will also be made 
to her essays and other novels whenever it is deemed necessary 
to illustrate a point.

In the aevelopment of this paper, Cilia Cat herfs 
literary doctrines will be discussed from two aspects, what 
they were, and how they were applied in her novels. A portion 
of this paper will deal with her early life because of its
importance to her literary career, because no paper of this

\nature would be complete without some discussion of criticism, 
a portion has been devoted to this chore.

Opinions regarding Miss Cather*s art are many and varied. 
Lloyd Morris observes that Miss Cat her1s novels from Alexander1s 
Erlage (1912) to A Lost Laay (1925), are the perpetuation of the 
theme of the effort of the individual to overcome the obstacles

4
of circumstances and to subdue or control environment. Indeed 
this is a valid observation, because in the novels to be 
discussed, all except A Lost Lady are strong in this interplay 
between character ana environment. As if to portend the trend 
of this paper, it is well to note that Miss Cather utilized her 
knowledge of the pioneer ana artist in some of her novels 
chiefly because they were familiar to her. This familiarity with 4

4
"Willa cather,” The North American Review, CCXIX 

(May, 1924), 644.
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subject matter in turn helped engender perspicuity of expression; 
it is also the object of this paper to show how these doctrines 
and attributes were brought to bear in Miss Gather's art, thus 
providing the impetus for her brilliant literary career.

Throughout the discussion of billa Gather*s art it will 
become evident that her literary doctrines and views on art were 
always the product of a keen, logical mi no which always kept its 
end in view— the achievement of art. Perhaps one of Miss Gather*s 
own views on art will exemplify the concept of her shining ideal:

lhat is any art but an effort to make a sheath, a 
mould in which to imprison for a moment the shining 
elusive element which is life itself--life hurrying 
past us and running away, too strong to stop, too sweet to lose?5

To Miss Gather, the achievement of art meant always the 
portrayal of life in its fullest essence; it was that grasping 
foi* t n- delicate, almost —inaccessible being which she sought to 
reach and recreate in her novels.

finally, the concluding pages of this paper will summarize 
the materials presented, point cut their importance and bearing 
on the central theme, and arrive at the conclusion that her 
familiarity with subject matter and perspicuity of expression

5Payton Kohler, "Mila Gather:
Journal, XXXVI (September, 1947), 340. 1876-1947," The English
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combined to bestow upon her the literary success that is present
ly hers.



CHAPTER II

Vi ILL A CAT HSh' B E A:\LY LIFE

■ Probably nowhere in American literature except in ’.Villa
Gather's novels can one find reflected so vividly the transition
from the pioneering to the industrial era, and the portrayal of
the determined nature of the peasant pioneers. In novels like
0 Pioneers and My Antonia, Miss Gather depicts love the soil
as the ruling passion of the pioneers. Crevecour was another
American writer who had stressed the importance of lana as a

1
ruling passion. One might logically ask: "Why did Mila Gather- 
write about the pioneers and their love of the soil?” The answer 
becomes obvious with knowledge about her early life. Miss Gather

i f. , t
wrote about the pioneers because she knew them well, and it is
easier for one to write well about familiar material, a brief
account of Miss Gather's early life will illustrate this point.

Mila Gather was born in Winchester, Virginia, on 
2

Lee ember 7, 1876. TShen she was about eight years old, she moved 
to a farm near hen cloud, Nebraska, with her family. It was 
during these years spent on this Nebraska farm, and subsequent 
years in Red Cloud itself, that Mila Gather accumulated the * *

^Lucy L. Hayaru, "The Frontier ana the Lester," The
Frontier in American Literature (New York; Barnes and uoYTe,

* 2"Mila Gather," Encyclopedia Americana, Vol. VI, 1950
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bulk of the materials that formed the core of her novels.
She spent day after day riding her pony about the Nebraska
plains and countryside, drinking in the sights of her new
world. For here were the Swedish, banish, Norwegian, Bohemian,
anc Russian immigrants whose lives and problems she was to

3
wxio-̂ about in later yea^s* She came to know these simple, 
hard-working people; she understood their problems, and 
admired their rugged and determined effort to overcome the rich, 
but stubborn soil. She learned their customs and idioms. She 
lived witn them. Sne worked with them. She played with them, 
ĉ acn nay offered an opportunity to embark upon a new adventure. 
Hlla Jather enjoyed these days — riding about the countryside 
by day, ana reading the classics and studying Latin by night.

But a girl, if she is to develop normally, cannot 
spend all her time in carefree frolic; consequently, when she 
reached high school age, the Gather family moved into Red cloud 
anu Oil la entered high school. She finished high school and 
entered Nebraska University, graduating in 1895. Then, largely 
because of her love for music and literature, she moved to 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania where she worked on a newspaper staff. 
Later, she taught English at Allegheny High School. In 1903,

Grant Overton, The komen who Make Our Novels (New Vnr-i: • Loco, Me a a and do., 19287, pp. ^54-66.------- ---- —  K
 ̂3 ̂



during her teaching career, she published her first writing,
4

a volume of poems called April Twilights. In 1905, a
collection of short stories, The Troll hardens, appeared.
The years from 190b to 1912 found her in hew York as
managing editor of Mcblure1 s Magazine.

Luring the period Miss bather was managing editor of
Me blure * s, she came into contact in hew York and London with
such literary figures as John Galsworthy, H. G. bells, G. L.

5
bhesterton, and others. It seems reasonable to presume that 
meeting these literary personages did much to influence Miss 
bather’s choice to undertake writing as a career.

In 1912, she wrote her first novel, Alexander’s Bridge, 
then aecided to devote all her time to creative writing, though 
her novel was not too promising. She then traveled widely in 
Europe, ana tried to make her home in France. She soon discovered 
that the love of the Nebraska plains was too strong in her. 
Returning to the United States, she traveled extensively in the 
United States and banaaa, and then settled down to write again. 
Though she had returned to America, she cherished many memories 4 *

4There was one exception. She had written some clumsy 
sketches of her immigrants which appeared in the school magazine 
at the University of Nebraska.

^Frances J. Wallace, ’’Notes and Quotes,” Wilson Library 
Bulletin, XXI (June, 1947), 702. -------------

9
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of her stay abroad. Her sojourn in Europe also served to
crystalize her views on life and her chosen work; her
literary standard was based on a deep love and knowledge of
her ’blasters.” She now knew the things that delighted her

and animated her spirit— Wagnerian operas, stories of Merimee
and Turgenev, walks in Central Park, memories of French wine
and cooking, the society of musical artists she loved so well,

G
ana old friends from Pittsburgh and the West. Thus Miss Gather 
was still gaining knowledge and becoming familiar with material 
for future novels.

Also during her sojourn in France, Miss Gather had an 
experience which she relates in her "A Chance Meeting.” She 
relates that while residing in France at the Grand-Hotel d* Aix 
in Aix-les-Bains, she happened to notice a grand old lady, 
perhaps in her eignties, who also lived at the hotel ana dined 
alone daily. Her stately carriage, her attire, and her fine 
head and shoulders suggested character with the aignity and 
majesty of the Roman Ladies.

After a time Miss Gather made the acquaintance of this 
woman* She proved to be the cultural type who enjoys fine 
Wagnerian concerts, sketching, and literature. Through conver— 6

6Slizabeth Shepley Sergeant, "Mila Gather," The New 
Republic, XLIII (June, 1925), 91. -------
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sat ion Miss Gather learned that the old lady had known
Turgenev well. This surprised Miss Gather, hut imagine her
surprise and elation when at her mention of Flaubertfs works,
the old lady casually remarked that she 7/as the niece of
Gustave Flaubert! Mila Gather had accidently discovered someone
who had close ties with two of her masters--Flaubert and Turgenev.
Miss Gather kissed the old lady's hand in silent reverence, ^he
old lady was Madame Franklin-Grout, the niece Flaubert had

7
affectionately addressed in some of his letters.

\
This was the beginning of a beautiful friendship

between Miss Gather and Madame Franklin-Grout. They discussed
Flaubert's works with pleasure and unrestraint, Miss Gather
delightfully surprising the old lady with her intimate knowledge
of Flaubert's works. It was some time later, after her return to
America, and after Madame Franklin-Grout had mailed her one of

8
Flaubert's letters, that Miss Gather received a letter from one 
of her friends in Paris containing a clipping announcing the 
death of Madame Franklin-Grout•

Such is the story related by Miss Gather in MA Ghance 
Meeting." Though their acquaintance ended in sorrow, Miss Gather 7

7Mila Gather, "A Ghance Meeting," Atlantic Monthly,
GLI (1935), 154-65. , -----------------

Q
Flaubert's letter was lost enroute. Only Madame Franklin- 

Grout's letter and envelope reached Miss Gather.
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found inspiration in having known this link between herself and 
two of her masters. This story also reveals one of the reasons 
;..isF Cat her* s stories are so alive and zestful. She has lived 
many of the experiences related in her novels; she is familiar 
with her subject matter.

In her seconu novel, 0 Pioneers, Miss Gather did not 
try to imitate anyone, but simply gave herself up to the joys 
of recalling and writing her childhood experiences. This was 
a wise choice for her, because she recaptured many of the thrills 
and thbobbing life of her childhood days and reproduced them in 
her novel. Although she had written the book for herself, and 
never suspected that it would be published, she was pleasantly 
surprised when she sent it to Ferris Greenslet of the Mifflin 
Publishing Company, and he wrote her that they would publish it."

Ofi now to a good start, Miss Gather embarked vigorously 
upon a literary career that culminated in one of the brightest 
in American literature. In 1915, The Song of the Lark was 
published, followed thr-e years later by My Antonia, in 1922,
One of Ours, a Pulitzer Prize winner was published. Although 
this novel aid win the Pulitzer Prize, it is not generally * *

Writing ®Willa Gather, ?,My First Novels,” Willa Gather on
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949)7 p. 95.-------
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regarded as her best novel. After One of Ours t A Lost Lady 
appeared In 1923; The Professor's House was published in 
1925, followed a year later by My Mortal Enemy; then Leath 
domes for the Archbishop in 1927, Shadows on the hock in 1951, 
Lucy Gayheart in 1935, ana Sapphlra ana the Slave Girl in 1940. 
No other novels were published between 1940 and her death in 
New York on April 24, 1947. Upon her death many paper's, 
magazines, ana journals paiu tribute to the passing of a great 
artist. Some of these orbituaries were elaborate; some less 
so; the following announcement appeared in May 5 issue of Time.

10

Lied. Wi11a Sibert Gather, 70, reticent, strong- 
minced, spinster novelist of frontier Nebraska, sensitive 
weaver ol functional-historical backgrounds, for two 
decades one of the most honored of United States writers 
famed as a placia frugal literary stylist; of a cerebral’ 
hemorrhage; in Manhattan.11

It can be justly said that before Miss Gather died, she
had developed a sense of moral ana literary values. George
5hite said in 1941 that Miss Gather sought the highest ’’good.”
According to Mr. White, it was her search for perfection, her
faith in the unmarketable things that made Willa Gather the

12
most permanent artist of her age. A synopsis of the novels to 
be discussed is presented to familiarize ourselves with them.

Journal, 10Uayton Kohler, ”Willa
XXXVI (September, 1947), Gather 1876-1947,” English 

340. --12----
ffMay 5, 1947, p. 81

12Gsorge L. white, 
L (May, 1941), 25. ’Ailla Gather,” The Sewanee Lev lew.
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The Song of the Lark will be the first of Willa Gather's 
novels this paper will discuss. This is the story of a small 
town girl of the Middle West, who through sheer determination 
and tenacity of purpose, fights her way to the top in New York 
as an opera singer. The story begins in the little railroading 
town of Moonstone, Colorado, near the close of the nineteenth 
century. When.we first meet Tbea hronberg, the principal 
character in the story, she is a small girl, but already she
has begun to exert an influence on others and display traits

\
of steadfastness so characteristic of the immigrants of pioneer 
America. These traits serve her well, for she perseveres through 
many discouraging experiences to emerge in the end the toast of 
the New York concert stage.

In My Antonia, Willa Gather uses the device of unfolding
the novel through the eyes of Jim Burden, a young lad who greatly
admires Antonia, the principal character. The story concerns the
lives and problems of an immigrant Bohemian family named Shimerda

13
who came to America and settled in Blackhawk, Nebraska. The first 
winter was spent in a cave, and was the most difficult. The family

^Moonstone, Blackhawk, and Sweet Water, the three towns 
Willa Gather used for the settings of The Song of the Lark,
My Antonia, and A Lost Lady are really her own Red Cloud, Nebraska. 
David E. Scherman, "Willa Gather Country," Life, March 19, 1951, 
p. 115. ----



was crowded, cola most of the time, ana hungry because the 
supply of foou they had brought from their home country ran low 
long before winter was over. Jim Bureen's grandmother comes to 
their rescue with food. The rest of the story concerns Antonia 
and her influence upon Jim Burden. Though she is only about 
twelve years old when we meet her, she helps her family by 
plowing and doing the chores of a man. ?/e follow Antonia until 
she grows to womanhood, marries, and has a family of thirteen
children. Antonia makes her share of mistakes, but we admire

\

her strength, courage, and loyalty to her family, and somehow, 
the warmth of her heart is passed on to us as we read the novel.

There is little in Miss Bather's novel, A Lost Lady to 
evoke a feeling of warmth toward Marian Forrester, the principal 
character. The setting is in Sweet hater, Nebraska, on the 
Burlington route, near the close of the nineteenth century.
Captain Laniel Forrester, Marian Forrester's husband, is a 
railroad builder, ana a straightforward gentleman who offered 
the hospitalities of his home to all his friends, ana especially 
the railroad officials who travelled up and down the line. Mrs. 
Forrester was the perfect hostess, and to all appearances, the 
perfect wife. The story centers around wrs. Forrester, her secret 
love, her fortunes, her degeneration of character, ana her 
influence upon Niel Herbert, a young man who loved and admired
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her. It is with greet difficulty that Neil resists the 
wiles and charms of Mrs. Forrester, though-one never feels 
that Mrs. Forrester has dishonorable designs upon Neil.

Luring the course of the story, the Forresters lose 
their money; captain Forrester dies; Marian Forrester hangs 
on to the homestead and the life she loves for awhile; she 
finally leaves Sweet v;ater. By this time she has aged con
siderably. She goes to South America and marries a wealthy
Englishman. For years she decorated Captain Forrester's grave

\by sending a yearly check to Sweet hater for the purpose. Then 
we lose track of her for awhile. ’Then next we hear of her, she 
has sent Neil a message from South America by a mining engineer. 
"If you ever see Neil," she said, "give him my love, and tell 
him I often think of him. Tell him things have turned out well 
for me." Further conversation revealed that «rs. Forrester had 
aiea since the engin-er had last seen her, but he saio he felt 
sure that she was well carea for until the end.
"Thank Gou for that I" saiu Neil. Ana thus the story ended on a 
note of pity for this lost old lady who hau outward charms, and 
wanted so much out of life.

Leath Comes for the Archbishop is the story of the 
establishment of the Catholic Church among the Indians in the 
Southwestern part of the Lnited States during the latter part of
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the nineteenth century. The protagonist is Bishop Jean Marie 
Latour, selected for his intelligence ana energetic drive to 
founa an Apostolic Vicarate in New Mexico. Lather Joseph 
Vaillant is his assisstant, and the two, working together, 
finally bring some semblance of order to Santa be and the 
surrounding diocese. After spending many years helping Bishop 
Latour in which his strength had waned, Father Vaillant went 
to Colorado. There he bought land for the Church on which he 
hoped to build schools and convents. 'Vith his health failing 
and debts mounting because of the exorbitant rates of interest 
charged by banks, Father Vaillant finally died.

T"'hen Bishop Latour arrived at Lenver to view the bodv
V

of his old friend, he did not see the shrivelled old man in 
the coffin, he could only see young Father Vaillant as he had 
been in his younger years in New Mexico. A few years later, 
the venerable Archbishop himself was laid to rest before the 
high altar of the church he had built in Santa Fe. He had 
accomplished his mission, and had been called from labor.
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WILLA GATHER'S LITERARY DOCTRINES

CHAPTER III

t
Before we discuss the literary doctrines of Willa Cather,

the novelist, it is well that we familiarize ourselves with a
definition of ’’novel.” Reverend Mark Barrow tells us that Miss
Cather’s definition of a novel is ’’merely a work of Imagination
in which a writer tries to present the experiences and emotions
of a group of people by the light of what he thinks should be 

1
his own.”

r

This seems a valid definition because Miss Cather is  ̂
concerned primarily with individuals, and their influence upon 
other individuals. For example, Thea Kronberg in The Song of 
the Lark influences old Wunsch, Harsanyi, Lr. Archie, and nearly 
everyone she meets; Antonia in My Antonia influences especially 
Jim Burder; Marian Forrester in A Lost Lady influences many, but 
especially Neil Herbert.

In order that we may better understand Willa Gather’s 
novels in the light of specific literary doctrines, a few of 
her general literary doctrines and views will be presented. One 
of the most important of these was her adherence to the principle 
of ’’art for art's sake.” Several times during her lifetime, the

lnThe Catholic Novel,” The Commonweal, XXIII (April, 1936),665
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importance of this doctrine was brought home to Hiss Gather.
Her friend, Sarah Orne Jewett, ha a. told her this. Among other 
things, Miss Jewett told her:

Write it as it is, don’t try to make it like this 
or that. You can't do it anybody else's way; you will 
have to make a way of your own. If the way happens to 
be new, don't let that frighten you. Don't try to write 
the kina of short story this or that magazine wants; 
write the truth and let them take it or leave it.~

This was sound advice for one aspiring to become an artist, and
it seems that I'llla Gather heeded this advice, for she says
this regarding her position on McGlure's staff early in her
career:

I took a salaried position because I didn't want to write 
directly to sell. I didn't want to compromise. Not that 
the magazine demands were wrong, but they were definite.

Miss Gather had made an important decision. It was
exactly the same decision one of her "masters," Flaubert, had
made before her. Madame Franklin-Grout, Flaubert's niece,
whom she had met in France, told her that Flaubert did not

4
writs for money. No doubt Miss Gather's decision to indulge, 
in "art for art’s sake" was chiefly responsible for the high 
quality of her work.

2Fdward Wagenknecht, "Mila Gather," The Sewanee Review. 
XaXVII (April, 1929), 223. ----“-----------~ L

3Garroll, Latrobe, "Mila Sibert Gather," Bookman,
GGXX (May, 1921), 214. -------

4You will recall that in the preceding chapter George 
L. bhite saiu of Miss Gather that she sought the highest "good," 
ana that her search for perfection, her faith in the unmarketable 
things, made her the most permanent artist of her age.
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Miss Gather1 s attitude of ’’art for art's sake” is also
expressed by H* S. Ganby in an article in The Saturday nevlew 

5
of Literature. lie states that Miss Gather during an interview
stated that the consummate artist in fiction follows the nuances
of the story, anu not preconceived ideas. Miss Gather uiu this
especially in 0 Pioneers and Heath Gomes for the Archbishop. In
these two novels, she simply set out to tell good stories, not
caring whether she sold the novels or not.

In somewhat the same vein, Miss father admires '¿‘homas
Mann's Biblical trilogy. She says of Mann:

Mann is enamored of his theme, wholly given to 
it, and this favoritism, held in check by his mature 
temperateness, is itself a source of pleasure; the 
strong feeling under the strong hana.5

It is significant that though Miss Gather achieved
distinction as an American lady-of-letters, she always
maintained her sense of values. This contributed to her ability

to write literature of merit.
Ernest Leisy says of vvilla Gather that ’’she believed in 

living out one's potentialities.” Applied to art, this means

Willa Gather,” XXX (May, 1947), 22.

6\viiia Gather, ’’The Birth of Personality,” The Saturday 
Review of Literature, XIV (June, 1936), 4.

7»The American Scene Since 1860,” American Literature 
(New York: Thomas Y. Growell Go., 1929), p̂  213".

20
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doing the most with one’s Goa-given gifts. This attitude toward 
art is exemplified in Miss Gather's novels in the use of the 
devotion theme. In The Song of the Lark, it is Thea hronberg's 
devotion to the ideal of becoming a top concert artist that is 
the core of her novel; in My Antonia, it is Antonia's devotion 
to duty, her family, and her own conviction that one should rise 
above personal obstacles; in heath Gomes for the Archbishop,
Bisiiop La tour ana Father Vaillant gave their lives out of devotion
to their ideal of serving their Church and God. In A Lost Lady,

\even Marian Forrester believed in living out her potentialities 
in her own contorted way.

Another of Miss Gather's general literary views is that
an artist aoes not choose his subject, but is-chosen by it. That
is to say, one does not have to make a conscious effort to choose
a subject; if the subject has enough appeal to the artist, it will
embed itself in the artist's subconscious mind. In Miss Gather's
words, ’’you must know a subject as a child before you ever have
any idea of writing, to instill into it, in a story, the true 

8
feeling." TShat Miss Gather is saying is "that one must be 
familiar with his subject matter before he can handle it well."

Miss Gather expresses another of her views on art in a 
letter to a friend. In answer to his question as to what she

^Wagenknecht, "Mila Gather," p. 230.
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/

thought of a new tern in criticism called the art of ’’escape/’
Miss Gather asked, ’’isn't the term tautological? That has art
ever been but escape? To be sure, this definition is used in

9
a derogatory sense, implying an evasion of duty, . . . ” In such 
wise, Miss Gather goes on to discuss ’’escapism” and justify it 
as a form of art•

If we consider for a moment Miss Gather's doctrine, "art
10

is only a way of remembering youth,” we can readily see how 
such recollections might inspire such novels as 0 Pioneers, The 
Song of the Lark, ana My Antonia. As one reads these novels, it 
is difficult to resist the conviction Miss Gather is revealing 
many of her childhood experiences. Jim-Burden, for instance, 
the young lad in My Antonia who is in /ove with Antonia, actually 
hints strongly at Mila Gather herself, even though the role 
portrayed is one of a lad. Parallel incidents in Miss Gather's 
and Jim Burden's lives, and the feministic delineation of the 
character of Jim Burden are only two reasons for this opinion. '
If "art is only a way of remembering youth,” isn't it immediately 
evident how important familiarity with subject matter must be to

9TVilla Gather, ’’Escapism,” The Commonweal, XXIII (April. 
19.36), 677.

^■°Percy a. Boynton, "Willa Gather," borne Gontemporary 
Americans (Chicago, Illinois: The bniversity of ^hica^o Press. 
1924), p. 165.
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the artist?
Now that we have discussed some of Mila Gather's 

general literary doctrines, we p oceed now to sene of her 
specific literary doctrines. Any writer who aspires to 
permanent success must follow definite literary doctrines.
He must work with a conscious objective in mind. Everything he 
says must tend toward his ultimate goal, as surely as an arrow 
slithers unerringly through the air toward its destined mark.
Tien a writer achieves his end, he has reached truth, which in 
turn, imparts beauty. Beauty, in the final analysis, is what 
we admire in literature. If the beauty is of a transient nature, 
we are pleased but for a short while and soon forget, but if the 
beauty is real or permanent, it endures the test of time, and is 
a source of lasting pleasure.

j/*That Mila Gather was aware of the importance of beauty 
in art is evident from .the expression of her views on this 
problem./ Miss Gather, in speaking about the contemporary writers 
of her friend, Miss Jewett, made the observation that most of them 
are not interesting to read and reread today because they did not 
possess the one thing essential to all gooa writing and clever 
story-making— inherent, individual beauty. She said they did not 
possess beauty of the kind one feels when he hears a beautiful song,
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sung by a beautiful voice that is exactly suited to the song.
Kiss Gather's writing has beauty; it has beauty born of a fertile, 
imaginative mind, which expresses ideas with incredible limpidity 
and crystal-clearness. Her- style satisfies like the cool, clear, 
healthful waters of a spring which slakes our thirst on a hot, 
dusty cay.

This beauty ana clarity of expression which we admire 
in 'Villa Gather aoes not result from chance. It is the result 
of conscious application of definte theories. 7/hat, then, does 
she mean when she says in her essay "The Hovel Lemeuble” that

12
"the novelist must learn to write, and then he must unlearn?”
Is this a contradictory statement? Foes she mean that a novelist 
should not follow literary doctrines? On the surface it would 
seem so, but when we examine the statement more carefully, we 
see a deeper and more subtle meaning« It means that the novelist 
must know when to subordinate the rules of his art to his end. 
More precisely, It means that the experienced novelist does not 
have to concentrate on the principles of writing so much as his 
end; the principles are now a sort of "second nature" to him; he

^Robert H« Footman, "The Genius of Mila Gather," 
American Literature Quarterly, a  (March, 1938), 135.

12Mlla Gather, "The Hovel Lemeuble," Tfllla Gather on 
hrIting (Hew York: Alfred A« Knopf, 1949), p. 40.

11
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can now proceed as if he does not know them, though he is still
being subconsciously guided by then.

t V  Another doctrine which Miss Jather subscribed to is
15

that "whatever is present without expression is art." Like
Hawthorne, who expresses much more than appears on his printed
pages, Hiss Jather, by suggesting, makes us see vividly the
scenes she is portraying. This doctrine of suggesting rather
than actually stating is probably carried out to more perfection
in A Lost Lady. Mrs. Forrester is sitting by the fire with Neil
Herbert" sipping wine, ana is concerned about her husband’s
health. She gazed into the fire and said:

"A winter in the country will do him good."
While very little mention is made of the outside elements
during this scene, the reader is made to sense the cola of winter
outside almost as much as if Miss Jather had actually described 

14
it. This illusion of winter is what Miss Jather calls art because 
it is something created, yet not expressed. This aesired illusion * 14

'--’Ibid., p. 102. What she really says is "whatever is 
present without expression is created." Later on, she says 
"whatever is created without expression is art." Thus, when we 
eliminate the midale term, we have the statement as appears in 
the text.

14Mlla Jather, A Lost Lady (New York; Alfred A. hnoof. 
1923), p. 40.

0^ 32-9
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is created by Miss Gather’s use of ’’key” words and
suggestive words and phrases which cause the reader’s mind
to supply the unexpressed words. When this illusion is
created, the technique then becomes, as Grant Overton calls

lo
it, ’’the art that conceals art.”

It is through this technique, her ’’art that conceals 
art,” that Miss Gather allows her characters to force their 
impress upon her readers. The impression of the characters 
is brought about not so much by the author’s exposition or 
analysis of character as by a series of pictures and passages 
which unfold their nature bit by bit. Miss Gather does not 
tell us all there is to know about characters, yet, by the 
time the end of her novels is reached, her characters have 
revealed the innermost recesses of their natures. This very 
effective method of character delineation is the result of the 
application of her ’’art. that conceals art.”

■<\ Somewhat related to Miss Gather's doctrines of 
’’whatever is present without expression,” ana ’’the art that 
conceals art,'" is her doctrine of "the higher processes of 
art are all processes of simplification." Miss Gather in her 
essay "The Novel Demeuble” rails against the impropriety of 
the over-furnished novel. Ironically, one of her own novels, l

l5Grant Overton, The Women who Make our Novels 
(New York: Dodd, Mead and 0o7, 1928), p. 76.
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her The Song of the Lark»vlolates this doctrine in the 
highest degree. Hartwick made a very appropriate remark 
about The Song of the Lark. He said that it resembled one
of Balzac's crowded volumes in its multiplicity of detail.
However, in defense of Miss Gather, it may be stated that 
this fault became practically non-existent after the publication 
of her The Song of the Lark in 1915.

A Lost Lady is a classic example of how Miss Gather 
applied her simplification doctrine in her best novels.
Observe^ for example, how she informs her unsusoecting reader 
of a secret love affair between Mrs. Forrester and Frank 
fillinger. First she arouses our suspicion with an inkling of 
things to come. Later, she lets the revelation of the truth 
about Mrs. Forrester fall upon us with the force of a blow from 
a heavy hammer. Here's how Miss' Gather aroused the reader's 
suspicion of Mrs• Forrester and informs him of her secret love 
affair.

One night after Mr. and Mrs. Forrester han entertained 
friends, all had retired except Mrs. Forrester, who was bidding 
her husband good night upstairs, and Frank Ellinger, who was 
taking a nightcap in the dining room. Entering the dining room 16

16Harry Hartwick "Simplicity with Glory," The Foreground 
of American Literature (New fork: American Book Go., 1954], pT”397.

16
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and approaching Frank Ellingar, she murmered to him. "Be 
careful, I have a distinct impression that there is someone 
on the enclosed stairway. There is a wide crack in the 
door . . . Pour me just a little. Thank you. I'll have 
mine in by the fire." Later, she said to him.

"You've had a good many brandies, Frank."
Hot too many. I'll need them . . .  tonight*" he 

replied meaningly.

"It's not tonight," answered Mrs. Forrester, "it's 
morning. Go to bed and sleep as late as you please. Take 
care, I heard silk stockings on the stairs. Good night."
She put her hand on the sleeve of his coat; the white fingers 
clung to the black cloth as bits of paper cling to magnetized 
iron. Her touch went through all the five feet and inches of 
him.

The next day, Miss Gather lets us in on the secret.
Frank and Mrs. Forrester are out sleigh-riding.
Mrs. Forrester: Be careful, Frank. My rings! You hurt me!

17Frank: Then why don't you take them off? You always used to.
These few lines leave no douht in the mind of the reader as to 
Mrs. Forrester's true character. Surely this literary technique 17

17 .billa Gather, A Lost Lady (New York: Alfred a .Knopf, 1923), pp. 59-65.
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is what Harry Hartwlch meant when he referred to her writing 
as "Simplicity with Glory." Also, it requires familiarity

i*

with subject matter to simplify effectively in art.
Van Lyke, in discussing Leath Comes for the Archbishop,

acquaints us with Stevenson's rule of simplification— "what
you cannot vivify you should omit." To this rule Van Lyke adds
two of his own. He advises us to "understand your man before
you try to describe him"; ana, "write no story which has not

18
in it someone whom you can love." It is significant that Van
Lyke's "doctrine implies familiarity with subject matter, and
this in turn promotes perspicuity of expression.

^  Conscious exercise of emotional restraint is another
doctrine which Mila Cather applied in her writing. It will
be recalled that in Writing 0 Pioneers she had really let
herself go and gave herself over to the joys of writing of
many of her childhood experiences, T’hile this novel was
written spontaneously, she aid not allow her emotions to get
the better of her. As Carl Van Loren has appropriately said,

19
Taste and intelligence hold her passion in hand." He further * 19

1 P■LOHenry Van Lyke, "Leath Comes for the Archbishop,"
The Man Behind the Book (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons", 1SJ59), p. 340.---

19Carl Van Loren, Contemporary American Novelists 
(New York: The MacMillan Co., 192;5), p. 119.
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makes this observation regarding Miss Gather’s emotional 
restraint:

She has the delicate tact to paint what she 
sees with clean, quiet strokes; and she has the 
strength to look past casual surfaces to the 
passionate center of her characters•^0

This statement attests Miss Gather's ability to portray
without emotional discoloration; it also reveals her
ability to depict many of the complexities of human nature
through her characters,

N Rene Rapine, who has written one of the best biogra
phies of Mila Gather, while censuring 0 Pioneers for its
lack of unity of time, aoplauds its truth ana emotional 21
restraint. About the same time that Kapine made his appraisal
of Miss Gather's emotional restraint, Russell Blankenship
expressed his views on this matter. He stated that A Lost Lady,
The Professor's House, and Heath Gomes for the Archbishop were

“ 22
Miss Gather's triumphs in emotional restraint. Blankenship's 
appraisal of Miss Gather's emotional restraint is more con-

20Ibid.
2^Rene Rapine, Mila Gather (New York; Robert M. 

McBride and Go., 1930), p. 26.

2^Russell Blankenship, "Mila Gather," American 
Literature (New York; Henry Holt and Go., 193171 p. 674.
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elusive and valid than hapine's. It is difficult to read 
novels like A Lost Lady ana Leath domes for the Archbishop 
without becoming impressed by their compactness ana lack of 
encumbrances. To achieve these, a writer must necessarily 
exercise emotional restraint.

^ Miss dather uses another device or quality in her novels 
which helps account for her literary success. She consciously 
strives for ’’naturalness” in her novels. When reading Willa 
Gather's novels, one senses a certain "naturalness,” a feeling 
of smoothness and ease that leads to an admiration of the 
author's ability at handling her subject natter. Her choice 
of subject matter largely accounts for her "naturalness." For 
example, she observed and knew the life of immigrants; novels 
like 0 Pioneer and My Antonia are the result. In short, Miss 
Gather often wrote about things familiar to her; therefore, her 
"naturalness" can be partially attributed to her familiarity 
with subject matter. This is not always the case, however.
In novels like Heath Gomes for the Archbishop, her "naturalness" 
results from familiarity derived from a vast amount of research, 
coupled with her creative imagination. Still, on tbs other hand, 
Miss Gather was familiar with the sand dunes and countryside of 
Hew Mexico, for some of these were really descriptions cf Hebraska
ana Colorado
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But 0 Pioneers, My Antonia, and Leath Pomes for the 
Archbishop are not the only novels which abound In smoothness 
and naturalness. Grant Overton makes this statement about 
A Lost Lady:

It has a shapliness which is in nothing else 
of hers, a unity which she usually haa to half-ac'nieve 
by contrivances, a firmness ana a texture tnat belongs 
rather to the order of natural growth than to the 
consummate dexterities of art. Yet what art is there!
"hat loveliness, what poignancy!23 ^  j^yf %3

The Song of the Lark is another example of how Miss Gather
injected ’’naturalness” into her work. Then’s knowledge of
freight trains, sand aunes, small town idiosyncrasies, music,
and artists--all these were experiences and episoaes of life
Mila Gather had observed. In light of this, why shouldn’t
her novels impart an aura of naturalness? In passing, it
can be sain that Miss Gather's ’’naturalness” results from
her familiarity with subject matter coupled with emotional
restraint.

Sarah Orne Jewett, who helped Miss Gather in her 
writing, suggested a doctrine.to Miss Gather which helped 
her immensely. It consists of the belief that ’’whatever recurs 
in the writer’s mind for years, ana whatever gets rightly put 
down on paper after years of teasing the writer's mind, makes

? ̂ Overton, op. cit., p. 87.



for a much higher order of writing* Miss Gather rarely wrote 
unless she had thought of her subject matter and turned it 
over in her mind for years until she had become thoroughly 
familiar with it.

This is exactly what happened before she undertook 
to write death domes for the Archbishop. The more she spent 
her vacations in the Southwest, the more she became convinced 
that the story of the Catholic Church was the best story in 
that part of the country. She let the idea mellow in her mind 
for years before it compelled her to write about it. Adherence 
to this doctrine made for a ’’higher order of writing,” which 
included ’’naturalness” and perspicuity of expression.

Two other points shoula be mentioned about ’Villa 
Gather’s doctrines. She aia not lean too heavily on plots. 
Instead, she was more interested in presenting people, their 
actions, anu influences upon other individuals; she was more 
concerned with recreating her own experiences, and those of 
others she knew. She had an imaginative, creative mind, but 
did not rely wholly upon it. Thus, plot to her was not a 
primary consideration. Manly says she avoided plot in order 
to get away from the big scene, and to build her novel out of

24’.Villa Gather, -Villa Gather on Writing (New York: 
Alfred A* Knopf, 1949), p. 48.
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material relevant to the creation of significant character.
The 1'̂ st of Miss father's literary doctrines to be 

mentioned is her constant striving for mood, but this will 
be discussed more fully in the next chapter in connection with 
her novel, feath domes for the Archbishop.

25

\
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APPLICATION OX WILLA O A T L I T E i i A h Y  LOCThlnES
TO HEh. NOVELS

In the preceding chapter it was established that 
/̂illa Gather' was a conscious artist working with definite 
literary theories. It will now be shown how she anplied 
these literary theories in her novels.

When one reads kiss Gather’s novels about immigrant * 
life, he becomes aware that she discloses a keen understanding 
of the3.r lives ana problems. Two examples of Miss Gather’s 
fine portrayal of immigrant and pioneer life during the latt.er 
part of the nineteenth century may be found in her 0 Pioneers 
and IIy Antonia. Miss Gather knew well the many hardships and 
problems of living on the Nebraska plains before it became 
urbanized by modern transportation, communication, and 
industrialization. Many were the problems which confronted 
the immigrants who came to America in the hope of finding a 
new life and prosperity. They had to overcome the language 
barrier, struggle to subdue the untamed land, guard against 
swindlers who took every opportunity to fleece them, and at 
the same time, strive to preserve some semblance of their 
national heritage in a vast, unknown county. It was of these 
troublous times and courageoi s peoples that Miss Gather celebrated
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in her* robust novels of life in America toward the dose 
of the nineteenth century.

Rene Rapine, in speaking of 0 Pioneers, makes this 
statement about Miss Gather's treatment of the immigrants 
and their problems in her novel:

There was a deep understanding of the problems 
ana difficulties of the two generations of immigrants.
The elder Bergsons ana Linstruns, handicapped by 
memories, old, habits, disappointments and regrets; 
their sons ana daughters, taking to the new country 
ana to their work with a hungry appetite, turning the 
land's resistance into fruitfulness and plenty.1

Such were the problems of peoples uprooted from their native
lands, anu set down in a strange land to eke out an existence.
They faced their problems courageously against almost unsurmcut-
abls odds; their resolute nature enabled them to persevere and
implant in America in Titanic strain which has stooa her in good
stead in times of crises, it is no wonder that ’.Villa Gather
admired these immigrants. She had lived among them anci observed
their dramas of life. What could be more logical than the
natural urge of an artist like Miss Gather to write about the
throbbing, passionate, adventurous life of the pioneers whom
she both loved and admired? )< c:r.*>

Somewhat akin to Miss Gather's understanding of the 
pioneers and immigrants is her understanding and love of the

1Willa Gather (New York: Robert M. McBride anu'oo.
1930), p. 93. *
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land. An underlying theme of land rains through some of 
her novels like My Antonia, 0 Pioneers, and Leath domes for the 
Archbishop, anu this theme lends the novels a unifying effect. 
As we read these novels, we are always conscious of the. land 
anu the. influence it is exerting upon the actions of the 
characters. And to the land the building, homes, personalit ies, 
and activities of a given locality, and we have local oolor, an 
ingredient which Miss Gather uses effect ivelv in her novels.
Anu here her familiarity with subject matter comes into play

\

again. She was able to embellish ner novels with local color
because she was familiar with her materials and strived for
local color. She realized that idioms, conventions anu other
goings-on of a particular locality, imparted to the novel its

2
own peculiar brand.

Mood anu atmosphere also play an important part in 
Miss Gatner's novels. She seems to have little difficulty in 
creating anu sustaining moods. For example, in My Antonia, 
there prevails always an air of benignancy toward Antonia, the 
protagonist. Antonia makes mistakes; at times she is arrogant, 
gullible, and impulsive. She possesses some of the fickleness

2Robert H. Footman, "The Genius of Will* Gather," 
American Literature Quarterly, X (March, 1938), p. 155.
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of girlhood. She even has a child born out of wedlock; 
yet cur love ana sympathy -always go out to this simple, warm
hearted creature whose virtue of being kind and considerate 
to others is one of her greatest weaknesses.

It has been pointed out how Miss Gather makes use 
of local color in her novels. It has also been pointed out 
ho;« her observations of others furnished materials for her 
novels, fhere is still another reason for kiss Gather's ef
fective use of local color and her close familiarity with 

\
her subject matter. That reason is that much of WiHa Gather 
goes into her novels--that is, traces of autobiographical 
materials are evident throughout her novels. A few examples 
«/ill illustrate this point, he know that because of her love 
for music and literature, Miss Gather moved to Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania after graduating from Nebraska University, 
anter, in The Song of the Lark, A large portion of it deals 
with music ana the musical career of Thea rronberg. There 
are rmny delightful pages ueallng vfith music, and l̂ iss Gather 
reveals an intimate knowledge of that art. Further, she was 
familiar with the solid rugged character of the immigrants.

3 tt"hilla Gather,” Encyclopedia Americana, Vol. VI,1950.
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In i,ly Antonia, these virtues come to life in the person of
Antonia, in both The bong of the Lark ana A Lost Lady, we
see evidences of her,knowledge of railroading• Thus we can see
why she was so familiar with her materials, and why she was
able to use local color so effectively.

Miss rather has saia in her essay,"The novel <aemeuble,"
that power of observation and power of description form but a

4
low part of a writer’s equipment. What is more important,
according to Miss Gather, is to simplify. In the same essay,
she states that "all of the higher processes of art are

5
processes of simplification." In substance, this means that 
the trick is to simplify in sue a a manner that whatever is
removed is present to the reader's consciousness almost as

6
muc.i as if it were actually present. Miss Gather uses this 
cevice effectively in her character delineation. An example 
of this device may be found in A Lost Lady when Neil Herbert,
Ivy Peters, ana a few other small boys are presented in the 
pasture back of* Mrs. Forrester's house. Sue does not tell us 
that Ivy Peters is mean ana sneaky, she merely lets him slit a * 6

’"«ilia Gather, "Novel Lemeubls," Willa Gather on Writ
ing (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1949), pT 36. ----------------

^Ibid.

6Ibia., "On the Art of Fiction," p. 102.
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.helpless woodpecker’s eyes with his knife. She need not tell 
ns more; he is permanently typed as to character; when we meet 
him later in the story, we expect him to act as he does. In 
this manner, Hiss Oat her holds description of her characters to 
a minimum, and presents their moral aspects of character more 
through their own speeches and actions.

V {m*~Another example of Mila Gather’s distinctive character 
delineation may be seen in her development of the character of 
Thea kronberg in The Song of the Lark. Then we first meet Thea, 
she is" a small girl of about eight or nine, living in the small 
town of Moonstone, Colorado. Subtle suggestions through Thea's 
actions, ana remarks of friends portend her final triumph, fie 

watch her changes of attitude on life as she grows older. We 
see her develop through childhood ana blossom into womanhood, 
finally through steaufastness of purpose, reaching the top of 
the New York concert stage as a singer. True, we do not always 
admire her; her trip to Panther Canyon, Arizona, at the expense 
of Fred Ottenberg was not a commendable gesture; at times she is 
too impulsive; she is often selfish. But in spite of all, she 
never ceases to be human in her emotions and outlook on life.
By the time we have finishe a the novel, we feel as if we have 
known Thea all our lives. Thus, we see how Miss Gather applied
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her own doctrines to her character delineation with the 
result that her characters were living, breathing organisms

One of the very first defects noted in The Song of the * 
Lark is that it violates Miss Gather's doctrine ’’the higher 
processes of art are all processes of simplification.” The 
novel numbers nearly five hundred pages, and aside from the 
fault of detailed narration or exposition, is a good novel.
It is generally conceded that a good novel needs the strength
of several good sub-stories running through it to sustain

\interest•
The Song of the Lark has many sub-stories or incidents, 

some of* which might well have been left out. One good example 
of superfluous narration is Thea's trip to Panther canyon in 
Arizona. Hundreds of years before, cliff dwellers had lived 
in the canyons. Miss Gather had visited Arizona and apparently 
was facinated by the history of the cliff dwellers. She goes 
to unjustifiable lengths describing the relics, customs, caves, 
and artistry of the tcliff dwellers.

At this point in her career, she hsd not learned 
the technique of ’’presenting without expression.” The closest 
she comes to presenting without direct narration is when she 
lets one of her minor characters think or express his thoughts 
aloua. In this way, she sometimes lets us know what to expect to
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happen to Thea. This point is exemplified when Thea runs 
down to the station to say goodbye to old Wunsch, her music 
teacher,> who was leaving Moonstone for good. As the train pulled 
away from the station, 7i/unsch said of Thea; ”She had been

7
running. Ah, she will run a long way; they cannot stop her.” 
Without stating directly, Miss Gather is hinting at Thea's 
future success.

At the time Miss Cather was writing The Song of the Lark, 
she was still more concerned with executing the first part of 
her doctrine, ”one must first learn the principles of writing, 
then unlearn them.” She was still concentrâting more on mastery 
of the principles of writing. 7.ith regard to her doctrine of 
exercising emotional restraint in her writing, she kept it 
under control fairly well. The length of the novel, however, 
might militate against this viewpoint.

In writing The Song of the Lark, Miss Gather was 
consciously trying to impart a flavor of naturalness. She 
succeeded to a greater extent in this novel than she did in 
her Alexander's Bridge of which she says: 7

7Willa Gather, The Song of the Lark (New York;
Houghton Mifflin Gompany, 1915;, p. 96.
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In Alexander1s Bridge I was still more 
preoccupied with trying to write well than 
anything else. It takes a great deal of 
experience to become natural • • .8

Thus, Miss Gather reveals that she is aware of the importance
of ’’naturalness” in her novels. A few examples of ’’naturalness”
injected into The Song of the Lark may be found in some of
the passages ana incidents depicted in the novel.. Miss Gather
was interested in music and artists. The subject of music
almost entirely dominates the whole of the novel. The main
character, Thea, studies music as a girl; as a girl she goes
over into the Mexican section of Moonstone and sings with
Mexican Johnnie and his guitar. She goes to Chicago; she still
studies music. Finally, she goes to New York in the interest
of he musical career; sue goes to Germany to study music. She
returns to hew York to triumph on the New York concert stage.
Miss Gather has filled many pages of her novel with passages
about music ana artists. She was familiar with, and loved
both; she was at home with her material, which lent her novel
an air of ’’naturalness.”

Willa Gather had learned early the importance of mood 

®Rene ha pine, Tlfilla Gather, p. 21.
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in novels. Perhaps this is one of' the reasons she fell 
into the error of detailed narration early in her career.
It is quite possible that in trying to create desired 
mood, she became guilty of the fault of over-narration. Miss 
Gather's use of local color was effective in The Song of the 
Lark. She presented a realistic portrayal of the small-town 
jealousies ana rivalries which existed between Mrs. Livery 
Johnson and her protege, Lily Fisher on the one hand, and 
Tillie ana her niece, Thea hronberg, on the other hand.
Each ol‘ the girls, Thea and Lily, were vying for leadership 
in music in the small town of Moonstone. Such incidents 
might occur in any small town; the faithful portrayal of 
such incidents enhance the verisimilitude of the novel; 
they reflect the author's skill in painting the episodes of 
life about her; they reveal her familiarity with subject 
matter.

Lelineation of character in The Song of the Lark, 
especially of Thea Kronberg, has been touched upon earlier.
To any reader of Miss Gather's novels, it becomes evident 
that, generally speaking, she is better in delineating 
feminine characters. She keeps her romantic characters, 
usually the men in her novels, almost always in the background,
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9
realists like Thea hronberg ana Antonia Shirmerda. Bishop 
Latour and Father Vaillant, principal characters in Death domes 
for the Archbishop are exceptions. These pious men and their 
deeds command our attention throughout the novel.

It is clear that Miss Oather did not apply all of 
her literary doctrines in The Song of the Lark, nor is this 
too surprising when we remember that an artist does not 
develop overnight. The development of a writer consists 
largely in adopting and rejecting principles until he has 
discovered a set of doctrines acceptable to his standards 
and ideals. As we discuss her other novels, we shall see 
her views ana doctrines crystalize as she masters the first 
part of her doctrine "one must first learn the principles of 
writing, then unlearn them.”

By the time Miss Gather* published My Antonia, she 
had worked closer to her doctrine "the higher processes of 
art are all processes of simplification.” The length of 
this novel was barely more than four hundred pages as 
compared to nearly five hundred pages for The Song of the 
Lark. She had cut down considerably on detailed narration

Rene Rapine, mila Gather, p. 95.9
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and description with the effect that My Antonia moved 
along more easily and smoothly. Her diction had improved; 
the power of her clear, lucid style was already making 
itself felt. 3y this time, Miss Gather was well in control 
of her emotional restraint. She tells the story of My 
Ant onla cleverly anu deliberately, not allowing herself 
the frequent digressions and detailed narration that hampered 
the movement of The Song of the Lark.

Miss Gather strived for ana achieved ”naturalness" 
in this novel, the aid little more than relate the experiences 
of a girl of her acquaintance, Antonia Shirmerda. But in doing 
this, she recaptured and imparted to the pages of her novel 
the atmosphere, the mood, and the very life of the pioneer era 
she was depicting. She had been a witness to this era; 
she had loved it; she had hated to see it pass. Writing 
her novel, My Antonia, gave her an opportunity to recall some 
of her happiest days; they were vividly and indelibly stamped 
in her memory. By this time, she was artist enough to paint 
with swift, bold strokes what she say*, bnder her deft strokes, 
Blackhawk, Nebraska, with all its vibrant life was recreated.

Jim Burden, through whose eyes we see the story of 
My Antonia, tells us of his impression of Nebraska shortly
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after his arrival as a bov from Virginia. Ilis account 
furnishes an excellent example of how Miss Gather succeeded 
in injecting ”naturalness” into her novels:

I can remember exactly how the country looked 
to me as I walked beside my grandmother along the 
faint wagcn-t.racks on that early September morning.
Perhaps the gliae of long railway travel was still 
with me, for more than anything else I felt motion 
in the landscape; in the fresh, easy-blowing morning 
wind, and in the earth itself, as if the shaggy 
grass were a sort of loose hide, and underneath it 
herds of buffalo were galloping, galloping . .

These and many other passages in My Antonia produce an air
of ”naturalness” which is born largely of her familiarity
with subject matter. She was dealing with an era, characters,
and land she knew well and loved.

In writing My Antonia, Miss Gather did not have to 
wait until her subject ”teased” her into writing. This time 
her material came to her from Jim Burden, a childhood 
companion, who also lived in New York at the time she wrote 
the novel. Her job was mainly one of creating the mood, 
improving the diction, and otherwise vivifying the story.
These she did well, for it is difficult to read the novel 
without failing in with the mood arm tenor of the novel.

Miss Gather followed her doctrine of dispensing with 
plot and detail in My Antonia. She had merely to paint a

^ ’Villa Gather, My Antonia (New York: Houghton 
Mifflin Go., 1926), p. 1T.
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segment of the lives of herself ana friends. It is significant 
that although Miss Gather writes sparkling novels, they are 
generally not wholly the result of a creative imagination. She 
does use her imagination and create plot to a degree, but not 
to the extent of writers like Irving and foe. V/hen the need 
arises, she fills in the low spots with material of her Imagi- 
nation, but for the most part, she is content to tell the 
story as she saw it.

To sum up the merits of Miss Gather and My Antonia 
at this stage, the novel is a robust story of immigrant 
and pioneer life as it existed just before the beginning of 
the industrial period in America. It is rich in mood, 
atmosphere, ana local color. It has autobiographical over
tones throughout, and the diction is more improved than in 
hei* earlier novels. At this stage, she is utilizing more of 
her own literary doctrines in her works, and her literary 
powers are growing. By the time we aiscuss A Lost Lady, she 
will have written her Pulitzer prize winner, One of Ours.
Most critics and reviewers agree that this novel is not her 
best, though some have said that it is perfect in form and 
technique.

An examination of A Lost Laqy reveals that Miss Gather
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employed most of her literary doctrines. 3y this time, her 
literary powers were generally recognized, and she had maae 
known many of' her literary doctrines and views in her essays, 
prefaces, and letters to publishers and friends. A Lost Lady 
is a short novel— less than two hundred pages. The compactness 
and brevity of the novel at once suggests that she utilized 
her doctrine "the higher processes of art are all processes 
of simplification." Indeed, this novel is cut down to the 
bare essentials of narration, but in spite of this, the story 
is there completely ana vividly. An example of Miss father's 
application of her doctrine "the higher processes of art are 
all processes of simplification" was presented in the preced
ing chapter, when it was demonstrated how she created the 
illusion of winter while making very little mention of the 
outside elements.

Miss Cather has stated "whatever is present without 
expression is art." Applying this doctrine to A Lost Lady, 
we can say that this novel is a work of art. Throughout the 
novel, like Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter, things are left 
unsaid, yet we feel their presences almost as much as if they 
hau been uttered. The novel never suffers from lack of narration.
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and by the time the conclusion is reached, all the pieces 
have fallen together like a jig-saw puzzle. A good example 
of this doctrine and technique is the way hiss Gather reveals

Tw
Mrs. Forrester’s degeneration of character. She aoes not 
tell us "now Mrs. Forrester’s character will degenerate,” 
but through Mrs. Forrester's actions ana associates, we are 
made to realize this fact.

At this stags in her career, Miss Gather exercised 
almost complete emotional restraint in her work. She did 
not allow herself the privilege of wordy exposition. This 
is particularly evident in her character delineation, how 
she aid not attempt long descriotions of her characters to 
acquaint the reader with them. Instead, she let her 
characters, their conversations, and their actions account 
for much of the impression imparted. The impression we get 
of Frank Fllinger derives not so much from the actual descrip 
t ion of him as from what ive ourselves observe. As Neil 
Herbert silently evaluates him at a party at the Forrester's 
house one afternoon, we get our first impression of frank.
His reaay ana free conversation, his arrogant air of self- 
confidence, are only two of the guides to his character. Our 
suspicions that he is a villain are confirmed later when Nell
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makes a trip to the Forrester house early one morning 
to present Mrs. Forrester with fresh flowers. As he 
approached, the house, he heard a lady’s voice. An instant 
later, the lazy laugh of a man--Frank £11 inger— floated 
through the open window.

In this novel too, we find the ’’naturalness” common 
in her novels. Here Miss Gather manifests a knowledge of 
railroading, ana in general, a knowledge of the history of 
the era. one is aware of the mood she creates, but not 
nearly so strong as in Leath Comes for the Archbishop.
In keeping with -her doctrine of dispensing largely with 
plots, she has used a simple plot in A Lost La ay with few 
digressions from the main story to minor stories.

By the time Willa Gather had finished A Lost Lady, 
she had learnea to apply her theory of ’’learning the principles 
of writing, then unlearning them.” She now made her strokes 
with the quiet assurance of a top artist. Her diction was 
beautiful, ana flowed like the cool, clear waters of a 
mountain stream. She had accomplished character delineation 
almost to a perfection; she was a full-fledged artist who 
knew well how to apply her doctrines to her profession. In
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A Lost Lady, above all, she applied more of her literary- 
doctrines. Miss Gather seems not to do the work of 
narrating at all; she seems to step back and allow her 
characters to do all.

The last novel we shall discuss is Death Comes for 
the Archbishop. This novel, in may respects, is her most
beautiful work of art, even though fewer oi her literary 
doctrines are evident than in A Lost Lady. The most out
standing aspect of Death Comes for the Archbishop is its 
mood.x Here Miss Gather has captured the beautiful, pietist ic 
mood of the Church in the first few pages of the novel, and 
sustained it to the very end. Miss Gather tells us how she 
wrote the novel:

In this kind of writing, the moon is the 
thing . . . What I got from Father Machebeuf’s 
letters was the mood, the spirit in which Bishop 
Latour and Father Vaillant accepted the accidents 
and hardships of a ciesert country, the joyful 
energy that kept them going. To attempt to convey 
this hardihood of spirit one must use language 
a little stiff, a little formal, one must not be 
afraid of the trite . . .  I did not sit down to 
write the book until the feeling of it had so 
teased me that I could not get on with other things.
The writing of it took only a few months, because" 
the book had all been lived many times before it was 
written, and the happy feeling in which I began it 
never paled.11 11

11Edgar Pelham,'"Willa Gather and Cabell,” The Art of 
the Hovel (New York: The MacMillan Go., 1935), p. 258.



Miss Gather's words concerning Death Gomes for the Archbishop 
reveal how important she consiaered mood to be in a novel of 
this type. It also reveals how she applied some of her literary 
doctrines in the novel. For example, she states that she strived 
for mood. This is a doctrine she had practiced for years.
Then she informs us that she diu not start to write the novel 
"until the feeling of it had so teased me that I could not 
get on with other things." Her friend, Sarah Orne Jewett, 
had given her this doctrine early in her career. Miss Gather 
has seated earlier that "a writer should be chosen by his 
subject." This is very similar to the circumstances which caused 
Miss Gather to write her novel of the Ghurch.

Again, Miss Gather achieved "naturalness" in her 
Death Gomes for the Archbishop, but not so much from 
familiarity with subject matter derived from experience, as 
from research. She did much reading about the Gatholic 
Ghurch; she studied the history of the Indians which peopled 
her novel; she wrote letters to Father Machebeuf, a priest

12
who hau known Bishop Latour. 

12,-. , , — ■ U) _  . ______Bishop Latour is a pseudonym
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■'ihen she had gathered all her information ana felt sufficiently 
inspired, she she sat down to write her novel. The result 
is a novel which abounds in ’’naturalness.” One might even 
presume Hiss Gather to have been Catholic at the time she 
wrote her novel, because she handled her material so well.
Such is not the case, however.

In writing Leath Gomes for the Archbishop, Miss Gather 
has aumitteu that she brought her imagination into play, and 
therefore, she aid use more plot than is her usual practice.
The main story did not require a plot--merely the support
ing minor stories. In chapter three, it was stated that 
one of Miss Gather's general literary doctrines was her 
belief that "one should live out his potentialities.” She 
imbued her leading characters, Bishop Latour and Father 
Vaillant, with this virtue, for each worked for the glory of 
God in spite of earthly obstacles to the very end.

In 1924, an article, "Nebraska,” taken from These 
Initea States, and written by TVilla Gather, goes quite into 
detail describing the state of Nebraska, ¡¿he seems so well 
informed concerning pioneer Nebrask, that one can readily 
understand why her land backgrounds in her novels are so 
effective. She tells us about Bellevue, Omaha, and Nebraska
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City, the earliest Nebraska settlements nestled along the
Missouri kiver. She mentions such personages as kit Karson,

15
the famous scout who crossed Nebraska in 1842; Brigham Young, 
and the Mormon sect who crossed Nebraska in 1847; gold hunters, 
who crossed bouna for California in forty-nine and the early 
fifties. She goes on to describe the freighting companies 
ana oxen trains. Mth her knowledge of Nebraska history, 
it is no wonder that Miss Cather handles the setting for 
her novels so well.

It is eviuent from cur examination of 7!; ilia gather* s 
novels that she was a conscious artist, working with her 
familiar subject matter; she also worked with her aiction 
until she developed perspicuity of expression. Having 
established these facts, we move on to the next chapter 
dealing with criticism. 1

1 rrkit Carson is also prominently mentioned in Leath 
Comes for the Archbishop.



CHAPTKh V

OhITIUAL EVALUATIONS

bp to this point we have discussed Mila Oat her
and her accomplishments without regard to the opinions
of critics. It is now important that we discuss her
from the viewpoints of critics and contemporary writers.
That we may have a criterion by which to judge her novels,
it is well that the predominant literary fashion of her
era be mentioned. Briefly, the fashion of her period was
chiefly that of conformity to detailed realism and social 

x 1
responsibility. It was adherence to the theory that 
literature should conform to nature or to real life, no 
matter how gaudy or sordid it became.

Mila Oather has been both favorably anu. unfavor
ably criticized. Most critics, however, recognize her as 
a great novelist. Beer says that Mila Oather became an

2
influence in American letters from her first publication.
It is to be presumed that "first publication" refers to 

1irst novel, since Miss Oather*s first publication was 
a volume of poems called April Twilights, which did not

%orman Holmes Pearson, "Learning to write and then Un 
learning," Saturday heview of Literature. XXXII (Oct. '49), 37

. ^Thomas Beer, "Miss Gather," The Borzoi (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1925), p. 25. '
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set her apart as a literary figure of influence.
Miss father's influence was important, however, 

when considered from another aspect. She did awaken the 
novelists and story writers of her period to the possi
bilities that lay in the relationship between the soil 
anu those who worked ana lived on it. Her novels of the 
soil were responsible in part for the appearance of many 
of the saga of the soil type of novels, dome of the more 
important of these novels ax e Ellen Glasgow1s Barren
dround 1925, 0. E. holvaag's Giants in the Earth (1927),

5
and Ruth duckow's dora (1929).

While Miss Gather did exercise an influence on 
the trend of the novels of her era, she did not set out 
intentionally to accomplish this ena. It happened that 
the novels of the soil and pioneer were the type her 
experience had best fitted her to write. She wrote this 
type of novel. Miss Gather did exercise conscious influence 
along another line the trend away from the over-furnished 
novel. She dia not believe realism to assert itself in the

°Grant G. Knight, ’’The Truimph of Realism,” The 
hovel in English (hew York: Kicharu u. Smith, Inc.,“T#31) p. 3 5 c
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cataloguing of a great number of material objects; neither 
ciia she believe in minutely ana unsparingly describing 
physical sensations. She rightly contender that ’’the 
play’s the thing.”

It must have taken a great aeal of courage for
-Miss bather to break away from the literary tradition
of the day, but she  ̂id .just this, hhe uic not wish
to take the same path that Balzac and otner realists had 

4
taken. It is fortunate for Hiss bather that she did

\choose to take the path she dia; had she continued to 
write novels of detailed description ana narration like 
her The Song of the Lark, perhaps she would not have made 
the mark she did in the literary worlu. Cooper had this 
fault of embarking upon long-winded, detailed exposition 
in the first few chapters of his novels; if the reader 
has the courage and perseverance to wade through these 
chapters, he is richly rewarded in the action that follows. 
But think how much better it would have been had he not 
subjected his readers to this ordeall

^Lionel Trilling, "'Villa bather,” The New Republic, 
LXXXX. (February, 1957), 10.
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Miss father chose the road that lea away from
other realists, and stuck to it. By 1929, she had
written most of her test novels, and haa firmly
established herself as an American-Lady-of-letters. A
grouP of critics at that time ranked her â  the nonoareil

5 "
o f Amer ic an novelists.

Similar rank -was accorded Mila Bather by Sinclair 
Lewis, himself a gooa novelist. A few years ago he named
a number of persons whom he considered candidates for the

\
greatest American novelist. He narrieu such well known writers 
as Pearl Buck, Louis Bromfield, Ernest Hemingway, Upton 
Sinclair, Kathleen Norris, Sherwood Anderson, Thornton .Ulcer, 
Edith Wharton ana many others. It is interesting to note
that he saic that if he had to cast his vote for the one

6
greatest, it would be for Mila Bather.

Another admirer of Miss Bather sings her praises in a 
different way. A few years ago, this admirer, while brows
ing arounu in a boston book store, chanced to come upon a 5 6

5John M. Stalnaker and Fred Eggan, "American 
Novelists Hanked, "The English Journal, XVIII (April, 1929),

6’’The Greatest American Novelist," Newsweek, XI (Januarv 
1958), 29.
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1903 edition of her volumes of poems called April Twilights
on a bargain shelf. lie lament so the fact the book was not
displayed in a worthy manner, especially since he knew i+s
author to be Willa Gather, who at that time was enjoying
great literary prestige. Today, this same volume is listen

7
in special catalogues among rare items and first editions.

This admirer, Joseph Reilly, went on to say that
because of the warmth, flexibility and vivid exactness of
her prose, Miss Gather is so often revealed as a poet, tnat
her ventures into verse were inevitable. The surprising
thing to him, he said, is that her ventures into verse were

B
not more frequent.

Gollins, another critic, in calling Miss Gather a 
great novelist, extolls particularly the merits of A Lost 
Laoy. -He thinks that Miss Gather’s delineation of the 
character of Marian Forrester is a superb job. He 
expresses the opinion that Miss Gather has created an irre-

7Joseph J. heilly, "A Singing Novelist,” Of Books 
and Men (New Yorx: Julian Messner, Inc., 1942), p. 42.

Slbid., p. 43.
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sistible v?oman. Most critics are of the opinion that 
A Lost Lady is a real work of art. It has been previous
ly pointed out that Miss Gather utilized nany of her 
literary doctrines in writing this novel.

Time issue of December 9, 1940 published a review
of the last novel Miss Gather wrote, Sapphl-ra ana the Slave
Girl. The reviewer apparently had a preconceived opinion
of Miss Gather’s writing, for he saiu that Mila Gather
could not possibly write a bad novel. "But,” he continued,

Sapphira and the Slave Girl bears witness that 
she can write a null one. This dullness, though,, 
is the sum of many virtues: a nicely formed 
story, characters drawn with delicate authority, 
sharp evocative vignettes of Virginia living and 
landscape. Sapphira is not too dull to be pleasant 
reading.

The question that arises from reading the above review is:
"Gan a null novel be pleasant reading?” If the answer to 
this question is "yes,” then the reviewer has provided 
some criterion as a basis for evaluation of the novel.
If the answer is "no," the reviewer has provided little with 
which to judge the novel.

Two other critics, Williams ana Binse, have more de-

9Josepn Gollins, "Gallantry ana Women Writers,” 
Taking the Literary Pulse (New York: George ii. Loran Go.. 
1954), p. 157.-----------

9
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finite ideas about the merits of Sapphira an^ the Slave 
Girl. They referred to it as a powerful work of fiction.
Mr. Williams further said that "the aristocratic genius
of Will* Gather is one of the fine flowers of a truly

10
democratic American spirit.”

Perhaps one of the most valid reasons Miss Gather's
novels seem so authentic, as well as a good reason for her
success, is contained in the words of the critic who sain:

It takes a great deal of history to produce 
axlittle literature, according to Henry James.
The sense of history was strong in Willa Gather, 
stronger by far than in most historical novelists 
whose recreation of the past was so calculated and 
so artificial. Better than any of her literary 
contemporaries, she represented the force of 
tradition in twentieth century America--the tra
dition of the artist, the tradition of the 
pioneer, the tradition, eventually of the Lniversal 
Ghurch.^

The opinion of this critic is more conclusive in its scope, 
and represents the most basic reason for Miss Gather's 
success. Why were Shakespeare and Ghaucer great poets? 
Cannot we say they were great poets because they were

10Michael Williams, "Views and reviews,” The 
Commonweal, XXXIII (February, 1941), 399. 11

1 1 H. S. Commager, "The Traditionalists," The 
American Mind (Hew Haven i Yale Tjnivers It y Press, 19o0), p. loo.
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great observers, and had the ability to faithfully portray 
what they saw around themselves? This is true with regard 
to ilia Gather. She saw and knew what was happening 
arouna her; by diligent application of her doctrines, she 
was able to make the scenes, backgrounds, and characters 
come to life in her novels. She observed carefully; she 
was familiar with her subject matter; she could think and 
express herself clearly; it is upon these attributes that 
her success is built.

Elizabeth Lrew, commenting on the respective 
attitudes of the English public and critics toward 
American writers, anu American writers ano critics toward 
English writers, says this regarding Mila Gather:

Insofar as any generalization is true, it is 
true to say that English critics still tend to be 
too harsh to American writers, while American crit
ics still tend to be too kina to English writers.
The indifference of the cultivated English to such 
an artist as 5 ilia Gather, ana the acceptance of 
Archibald Marshall by the American public as a 
modern Trollope, are singular illustrations of this 
fact. The difficulty is that of traditional cut- 
look. England finds it very hard to forget that 
America is no longer English, and to realize that 
she has to be approached frankly as a foreign 
country, and her literature regarded with the 
critical detachment which would be accorded to the 
writers of Prance, Russia, or Japan. 1 2  1

1 P’’The American Scene,” The American hovel 
(Ne;v York: Hare curt, Brace and Go., 1926), pp. 135-6.
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Thus wrote Elizabeth Drew in 1929. Her observations were, 
no doubt, generally true at that time. But how different 
is the attitude of the British public toward 'Mila Cat her 
today’.. The attitude of the English public and critics 
toward American writers had softened considerably during 
the past twenty years. Willa dather has a wide following 
in England toaay, ana some of her novels have been 
translated to other languages, ana are widely read on the 
cont inent•

Irrespective of the reactions of the foreign 
critics ana foreign public to Miss dather's novels during 
her early career, most American reactions to her novels from 
0 Pioneers on, were favorable. Even as far back as the 
early twenties, Miss Gather was gaining a reputation as a 
writer. In the May issue of Bookman in 1921, Latrobe 
Carroll, after favorably evaluating Miss Gather’s novels, 
cited these opinions of other critics, handolph Bourne 
saiu of her:

She has outgrown provincialism and can 
now be reckonea among those who are richly 
interpreting youth all over the world.^

1,3”Yiiilla Sibert Gather,” Bookman, LIII, (May, 1921),
p. 2 1 2 .
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H. L• Mencken said:
There is no other American author of her 

sex, now in view, whose future promises so much. 14

In 1924, Lloyd Morris, in The Horth American Lev lew,
traces ana summarizes '¡Villa Gather’s growth and mastery
of her art from Alexander ’ s Bridge to A Lost Lady (1912
ann 1923). He concludes by stating that Miss Gather has
acheived art by interpreting comprehensively what her
somewhat narrow world haa offeree, her for contemplation.1^

N H. S. danby says he thinks Mila Gather’s novels
are great because of the reaction between the soul 0f

16
man and its environment. Mr. Ganby’s is a valid obser
vation, for in some of Miss Gather's best novels, these 
elements play parts almost as important as the protagonists. 
0 Pioneers, My Antonia, and Leath Gomes for the Archbishop 

14Ibld.
15p. 652. This review was mace in 1924, before 

Miss Gather wrote such books as Leath Gomes for the 
Archbishop (1927), and Shadows on "the nock (1951).
Since the setting of these novels is not in the Miaul©west, 
but in Hew Mexico and danada, respectively, the term 
’’narrow world” hardly applies to Miss Gather’s world.

16 ” Mila Gather,” The “'Saturday heview of Literature.
XXV, (May 1947), pp. 22-4. ---------------
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are all novels in which environment, especially the land, 
exerts a strong influence upon the character?, enu plays 
an important part as the unifying force. This is true 
also in some of her other novels, though perhaps to a 
lesser extent.

L>ayton Kohler, in an article in The English
Journal, expresses an idea similar to Mr. canby’s theory
of the interplay between man and environment. Mn*.
Kohler states that all of Tilla lather’s novels with the
exception of My Mortal dnemy are uramas representing the

17
interplay between nature ana personalities. After prais
ing Miss lather's skill in setting backgrounds, he gees on 
to say:

But contemplation of nature for its own 
sake in the manner of a minor landscape 
literature, is never an end in itself. It 
is the poetry of atmosphere, the relation 
between place ana character, the deeper- 
symbolic meanings that count in her fiction. 8

But all evaluations of Miss lather’s novels have not
been favorable. A note of caution is sounded, however, to

3-7”willa lather," The English Journal, XXXVI, 
(September 1927), p. o41.

1 8 Ibid.
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those who would point out Miss Gather's weaknesses and 
failures. Miss Gather has said in her preface to Sarah Crne 
Jewett's stories that "to note an artist's limitations is 
but to define his genius." In other words, when critics 
point out an artist's limitations, they are acknowledging 
in the same breath that artist's greatness; otherwise, it 
is difficult to justify the time spent pointing out that 
artist's limitations.

In spite of this warning, however, many charges
\have been aimed at Miss Cathsr. She has soretimes been 

criticized for being too detailed in her narration. This 
is especially true during her early career. It was for 
this reason that William ileinemann, an English publisher 
and friend of Miss Gather, refused to publish The 5ong of 
the Lark (1915), though he had previously published 0 lioneers 
(1915). In a note to. Miss Gather, he told her he had turned the 
novel down because he believed she had taken the wrong road, 
lie told her that the full-blooded method which tolci every
thing about everybody was not natural to her. Though Miss 
Gather did not agree with Mr. Beinemann at that time, later, 
when My Antonia took the same general form as 0 Pioneers
instead of The Song of the Lark, she was convinced that he
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he was right.
19

2 . K. Brown levels a charge similar to that of
Mr. lieinemann against all of Miss Gather*s novels up to
A Lost Lady. Be sain that all of her novels except A
Lost Lady suffer from what Benry James criticized in

20
Arnold Bennett--excess material detail. Mr. Brown makes
the valid observation that A Lost Lady follows her principle
1 'ic down in The Novel Lemeuble" that the novelist chould

21
suggest rather than state.

. Against the charge by some critics that Willa 
Gather was too detailed in her narration, may be pitted
an author who stresses the reverse of this charge, beer
observes that Miss Gather was infinitely clever in her

22
simplicity of expression.

Miss Gather has sometimes been criticized for
failing to consider vital social problems. It is on this 
score that Hicks and others attack Miss Gather in "The
v̂ ase Against stilla Gather.” ne argues that Miss

19’ ilia Gather, "My First Novels," Mila 
Writing (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), p. 96

20”liomage to IVilla Gather,” Yale Review, 
(September 1946), p. 81. -----------

Gather

Gather on

XXXVI

2^Gather, "The Novel Lemeuble,” op. cit.
22Thomas Beer, "Miss Gather,” The Borzoi 

Alfred A. Knopf, 1925), p. 26. ----------

p. 41. 
(New York:
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could not adjust herself for the change from the pioneer
to the industrial age. He presents Miss Gather as a
frustrated writer who could not write of the new best as
she haa written of the old West. He contends that Miss
Gather never once tried to see contemporary life as it
was, hut always lived in the past, lie implies that this
is the reason she chose to write Heath Gomes for the

— 23---------------
Archbishop and Shadows on the hock.

It is difficult to see why writing of the past is 
not a worthy task for an artist. The past is history, and 
history, too, may he literature when well done. As to the 
charge that Mila Gather failed to consider vital social 
problems, let us consider her letter on "escapism” which 
appeared in The Gommonweal in 1936. In this* letter, Miss 
Gather discusses with intelligence such social restless
ness. in her bold and forthright manner, she presents 
well-taken points indicative of deep ana clear thinking. 
Throughout life, she was always aware of the happenings 
and goings-on about her. She manifests her familiarity 
with the social problems by her definite stands on contro-

2oGranville Hicks, The English Journal, AaII 
(November, 1933), 708.
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versial issues. This fact alone, refutes the charge 
that she failed to consider vital social problems. One who 
does not consider social problems would see no necessity in 
taking a stand one way or another.

There seems to be a note of sarcasm in one critic's
opinion of 1 1 1 1 a Gather's novels. N. Elizabeth Monroe
states that Miss Gather's early novels are apt to break in
the middle, or to lose centrality through the episodic
structure, or over-elaboration of a single incident. She
staters further, that Miss Gather's manipulation of points
of view is at times strained, and as proof of her contention,
points to what she calls a fault in My Antonia. She relates
that after Jim Burden fell in love with Antonia and left
Blackhawk, he went to new York; he later comes all the -way
from New York to give us a report on Antonia's married life,
simply because, it is presumed, Miss Gather had told most

24
of the story through the eyes of Jim Burden.

Miss Monroes's point is well-taken especially with 
regard to novels like One of Ours, The Bong of the Lark, 
and My Antonia. In One of Ours, the unities of time and

24The Novel ana Society (Ghapel Hill, N • Carolina: 
bniversity of N. Carolina Press, 1941), p. 241.
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place are loose because the story shifts from America to 
Europe ana covers a good many years. My Antonia has the 
same faults, except that the unity of place is not as loose 
as One of Ours. All of the action takes place in the United 
States. T.he Song of the Lark has the same fault as My 
Antonia--the same violation of unities, he do not follow 
Thaakronberg to Germany, so the violation of the unity of 
place is net so pronounced. With regard to bringing Jim 
Burden back from New York to report on Antonia in My Antonia, 
this was justified in the interest of consistency of technique.

^Although there has been much criticism of Miss 
Gather’s novels, there seems to be little dispute about her 
style, hers is a style of clear, unrestrained beauty created 
by a conscious artist who with swift, aeft strokes imparts 
the beauty of her keen, artistic mind. Her words resound 
with a ringing clearness; her characters stand out in 
striking relief, yet she does not allow her materials to 
run away with her.^' In the words of Stewart Sherman, Miss 
Gather has "a style with the translucence of sky; a beauty,

25
cool, grave, persuasive; deep feeling under perfect control.”

25
”7/ilia Gather and the Changing korld,” Gritical 

7;oodcu ts (Net? York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1926J) V* oo.
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what, then can we say about Villa father's life 
and literary devices? Upon what does her literary 
success rest? It is immediately evident that her 
childhood experiences were of paramount importance to her 
L/S.J e~x as a novelist* nsr childhooo. nays 'were crammed 
with excitement, adventure, love and admiration for the 
type of life she had been called upon to witness. Her 
alert mine. satiated itself with all the sights and 
memories of an America suffering with growing pains, 
while changing from a pioneering to an industrial way of 
life.

It was during these days that she familiarized 
herself with the customs of the immigrants about her, at 
the same time developing a deep-seated love and admiration 
for their heroic souls and indomitable courage. It is no 
wonder that Miss bather developed such remarkable perspicuity 
of expression; she had lived close to the lives she was 
portraying; she was familiar with them; she had merely to 
pour out her soul to enmesh the reauer with her object.
'■Vhere Miss Gather had not actually lived close to the 
materials she was portraying, she familiarized herself with
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thsrr through travel, research and study.

But ,iust as plans are essential to the successful 
architect, so are definite literary doctrines essential to 
the successful writer. That Miss Gather believed in 
following certain theories is made manifest through her 
expressions regarding thsrr. in her essays "The Art of 
fiction," "The Hovel Demeubls," "hot bnder Forty," and some 
of her letters to publishers and friends, she was a 
conscious artist working with definite theories which led 
to a definite end--art1stic success and beauty.

An examination of her novels reveals distinctive
oi ppl ic'"i t i OiflS of* h©!T 1 it, PPH.!1 V rtnpt r •* n - c it-Lj.cei.iiy aoctr-xrics. Her aepiction of 
immigrants, her creation of mood and atmosphere in her 
novels, and like Byron, the projection of herself into her 
own novels, all merge to reveal her close familiarity with
her subject matter, ana the application of her own liter
ary doctrines.

Probably one of Miss Gather's greatest assets was 
her masterful character delineation. She does not describe 
or analyze her characters, but presents them, letting them/ 
reveal their.own natures through their own speeches and 
reactions to circumstances. Her attitude toward character 
delineation may be summed up in a few of her own words:
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"What I always want to clo is to make the writing count
1

for less and less and the people for more." If we would
see this doctrine carried out in the fullest sense of
its application, we need only turn to A Lost Lady, where
Miss Gather’s subtle artistry bursts forth in the full
glory of its brilliance. Her characters are true to life.

A few years ago, it was related that a certain old
Bohemian farmer who had been brought into a Hastings,
Nebraska hospital, anu who wished to recommend himself to
his doctor’s gooa graces, introduced himself thus: "i am

2
the husband of My Antonia." Amusing as this incident may 
seem, it furnishes a clue to one of the reasons Mila 
Gather’s characters are so real. Miss Gather actually knew 
many of the characters who appear in her novels. This fact, 
coupled with the application of her own doctrines, resulted 
in the creation of characters in her novels with real, human 
qualit ies•

Hiss Gather's literary reputation has been one of

^Latrobe Gar roll, "Mila Sibert Gather," Bookman, 
GGaH (May, 1921), p. 216. -------

Elizabeth S* Sergeant, "billa Gather," The New 
Republic, aLIII, (June, 1925), p. 91. -------
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ever-ascending merit and praise. The critics have, in 
general, criticized, her favorably. In view of what has 
L j.i presented, it becomes evident that Hiss bather* s 
familiarity with subject matter gives her novelj a flavor 
oi naturalness, which when combined with her own literarv 
doctrines, help create her perspicuity of expression. Ip- 
°n these attributes then, rests the principal reasons for 
'iHa father's artistic success. From these reasons derive 
the universal quality of her characters and their actions; 
the clear, limpid beauty of her expression; the finality of 
her position of high esteem as a novelist.
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